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\textbf{HIGHLIGHTS}

- Water, phase change material, and thermochemical material tasks are integrated for optimal control.
- Demand flexibility of thermal energy storage tanks integrated with a building heating system is quantified.
- Flexibility indicators representing demand flexibility are calculated for reference and optimal control.
- A power flexibility indicator is introduced, the instantaneous power flexibility.
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

In the future due to continued integration of renewable energy sources, demand-side flexibility would be required for managing power grids. Building energy systems will serve as one possible source of energy flexibility. The degree of flexibility provided by building energy systems is highly restricted by power-to-heat conversion such as heat pumps and thermal energy storage possibilities of a building. To quantify building demand flexibility, it is essential to capture the dynamic response of the building energy system with thermal energy storage. To identify the maximum flexibility a building's energy system can provide, optimal control is required. In this paper, optimal control serves to determine in detail demand flexibility of an office building equipped with heat pump, electric heater, and thermal energy storage tanks. The demand flexibility is quantified using different performance indicators that sufficiently characterize flexibility in terms of size (energy), time (power) and costs. To fully describe power flexibility, the paper introduces the instantaneous power flexibility as power flexibility indicator. The instantaneous power flexibility shows the potential power flexibility of TES and power-to-heat in any case of charging, discharging or idle mode. A simulation case study is performed showing that a water tank, a phase change material tank, and a thermochemical material tank integrated with building heating system can be designed to provide flexibility with optimal control.

1. Introduction

With the increasing application of distributed energy generation, attuning energy consumption to energy generation has become an attractive mitigation strategy for intermittency issues \cite{1}. The ability to control electrical energy consumption based on power grid incentives is called demand response (DR) \cite{2}. Special attention has been given to the energy consumption of buildings which plays a major role in global energy demand \cite{3}. The DR of buildings is comprised of the ability to control the electricity demand profile \cite{3}. The deviation from the reference demand profile is the demand flexibility of buildings \cite{3,4}.

A summary of quantification methods for the energy flexibility of buildings is provided by Lopes et al. \cite{3}, in which characterization of energy flexibility refers to a demand increase as negative flexibility and a demand decrease as positive flexibility \cite{5,6}. Nuytten et al. \cite{7} calculated the energy flexibility of a combined heat and power (CHP) system with thermal energy storage (TES) wherein flexibility was related to shifting of the electrical consumption in time, expressed as the number of hours of delayed operation. The authors in \cite{7} introduced the concept of forced and delayed flexibility. With forced flexibility, a period is determined in which a system is forced to store excess energy. Delayed flexibility describes a period in which a system is requested to postpone and reduce energy consumption, for instance, by discharging storage. The method of forced and delayed flexibility provides
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Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>available storage capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>effective diffusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>specific enthalpy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>optimal cost function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J_π</td>
<td>expected costs referring to policy π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_m</td>
<td>mass transfer coefficient between evaporator/condenser and adsorber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>number of OC events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m_ads</td>
<td>mass adsorbate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>planning horizon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>adsorbate – amount of refrigerant (water) in the solid phase of dry material (zeolite13X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_a</td>
<td>adsorption enthalpy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>positive constant velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u_c</td>
<td>control variables referring to optimal control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u_t</td>
<td>control constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{tot}</td>
<td>volume flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>spatial coordinate referring to the one-dimensional convection-diffusion equation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x_t</td>
<td>state variables referring to optimal control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>temperature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greek symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>positive constant coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δδ</td>
<td>difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε</td>
<td>random parameter referring to the occupancy rate in optimal control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η</td>
<td>efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ</td>
<td>dependent variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>thermal conductivity [W/m K]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>π</td>
<td>policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>density [kg/m³]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subscripts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ch</td>
<td>charging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comp.</td>
<td>compartments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>down</td>
<td>downwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eq</td>
<td>referred to p as equilibrium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>referred to x as i-th segment of x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inst</td>
<td>instantaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liq</td>
<td>referred to T as liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min</td>
<td>minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>referred to t as time step of t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref</td>
<td>reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sol</td>
<td>referred to T as solid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>up</td>
<td>upwards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APX</td>
<td>Amsterdam power exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRCM</td>
<td>building resistance-capacitance modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTM</td>
<td>building thermal mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHP</td>
<td>combined heat and power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>coefficient of performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>dynamic programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR</td>
<td>demand response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD</td>
<td>finite difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>flexibility factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>heat pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT</td>
<td>heat transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HX</td>
<td>heat exchanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDF</td>
<td>linear driving force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC</td>
<td>optimal control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM</td>
<td>phase change material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>resistance-capacitance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCM</td>
<td>thermochemical material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TES</td>
<td>thermal energy storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMY</td>
<td>typical meteorological year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information about time periods with constant power but does not consider power variations over time. Based on the work of D’huist et al. [8] and Reyners et al. [9], Stinner et al. [6] introduce power flexibility using power curves, defined as a time-dependent difference between maximum and reference power. Power flexibility is required to determine flexibility towards power grid stabilization. Recent studies about demand flexibility of buildings suggest costs as an additional dimension of flexibility [4,10]. De Coninck et al. [4] use conventional utility rates, including cost curves, associated with costs of flexibility. In the study of [4], flexibility refers to shifts in the power demand of the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system (HVAC). Le Dreur et al. [10] suggest the flexibility factor as performance indicator measuring the potential flexibility during operation. The flexibility factor considers variable electricity price periods and indicates whether the controlled system is flexible enough to shift the heating demand from high to low-price periods. An overview of flexibility indicators is given by Clauß et al. [11]. The review describes performance indicators that relate to all dimensions of demand flexibility. The review also presents an overview of flexibility indicators that are assumed in conventional and modern, optimal control strategies. Clauß et al. [11] concluded that multiple indicators such as self-consumption, self-generation, flexibility factor, storage capacity, storage efficiency are not yet considered in optimal and model-predictive control.

Potential demand-side flexibility sources have been determined by relevant studies [4–10,12–20]. Electrical power-to-heat and thermal energy storage are identified as effective measures to provide flexibility [12–14,21]. Building-integrated TES technologies are classified into sensible (e.g. building thermal mass (BTM) and water), latent (e.g. phase change materials (PCM) and ice), and thermochemical materials (TCM) [22]. They can also be categorized as active TES (water, ice, PCM, and TCM tanks) and passive TES (BTM and PCM panels) [23,24]. Thermal energy storage can be an effective solution to attune energy supply and demand, combined with electrical appliances. To activate TES tanks with power-to-heat conversion, the working temperature range of the heat storage medium determines the minimum and maximum flexibility. For water tanks, charging and discharging temperatures in space heating (SH) and domestic hot water (DHW) supply is typically between 21 °C and 95 °C [25]. In the case with charging temperatures higher than 95 °C, it is required that the tank equipment can manage high pressures. The use of thermal oil instead of water as storage medium can compensate for higher temperatures but has a comparably lower heat conductivity and specific heat capacity [25]. Adequate materials used as PCM in SH and DHW are presented by Cabeza [26]. The review describes inorganic and organic PCM with melting points up to 120 °C. TCM systems typically hydrate (discharging) above 40 °C and dehydrate (charging) between 80 and 120 °C [27–30]. Latest advances in TCM development include salt hydrates, such as CaCl₂·6H₂O or SrBr₂·6H₂O with dehydration temperatures down
to 52 °C [31]. Furthermore, a regeneration strategy (dehydration) is presented by Mette et al. [32] to enable the dehydration at lower temperatures. The regeneration includes a cascade system in which at least two TCM reactors are required. An experimental case study using zeolite-water as TCM was performed that successfully reduced the dehydration temperature from 180 to 130 °C at similar energy storage capacity [32].

Power-to-heat conversion with heat pumps (HP) is likely the most mature and favorable technology enabling flexibility in smart grid operations. Vanhoudt et al. [15] conducted an experimental study comparing actively controlled heat pumps to common reference installations. By aiming at peak shaving and load shifting due to renewable integration, the study successfully increased self-consumption and decreased grid feed-in. Heat pumps that participate in load matching markets were investigated by Salpakari et al. [14]. A heat pump and water thermal energy storage were successfully integrated into cost-optimal control to provide flexibility for wind and PV integration on an urban level. Considering low-order models for optimal control, the study presented a methodology that can be used as a tool by urban planners to analyze the potential flexibility [14]. Fischer et al. [17] reviewed heat pumps in the context of smart grid integration. The operation of HPs was discussed from a holistic perspective which included typical applied control approaches. Predictive and non-predictive controls were compared and it was concluded that predictive control results in cost optimization but also in an increase in system complexity. Many studies [14,33–36] suggest the application of predictive control and optimal control to enable energy flexibility of HPs with building integrated TES and for prediction of the dynamic behavior of the system and system components. In a study by Berkenkamp et al. [37], dynamics of a water tank were integrated into an optimal control framework to outperform non-predictive control. However, due to computational complexity, low-order linear models were preferred above non-linear water tank models [36,38], PCM tank, and TCM tank models [4,16,39–46]. For water tanks, recent studies include more detailed storage models, such as one-dimensional stratification models [37,47,48] to overcome inaccurate flow and return temperature predictions. This study integrates more detailed TES tank models (water tank, PCM tank, and TCM tank) in an optimal control framework to capture the complex storage dynamics that occur in heat transfer and mass transfer processes. The more detailed storage models are required to comprehensively present the demand flexibility of a building heating system with HP, electric heater, and TES tank.

The main aim of this study is to investigate the demand flexibility of power-to-heat conversion with thermal storage regarding all three dimensions of flexibility; size (energy), time (power) and costs. Flexibility indicators are chosen to represent the energy flexibility (available storage capacity, storage efficiency), the power flexibility (power shifting capability), and flexibility regarding costs (flexibility factor). Additionally, a power flexibility indicator is introduced in this paper. The instantaneous power flexibility shows the potential power flexibility of TES and power-to-heat in any case of charging, discharging or idle mode. The instantaneous power flexibility is a crucial parameter for providing grid ancillary services towards the power grid.

Furthermore, a simulation case study was performed to quantify the chosen flexibility indicators and demand flexibility in both reference and optimal control scenarios. For optimal control, a classical control strategy is chosen using day-ahead electricity prices as a control signal for the scheduling of power-to-heat and TES. Day-ahead and intra-day electricity markets are well-established energy markets aimed at matching energy supply and demand. Given that the flexibility relates to supply and demand-side is not yet considered in electricity markets, making a step towards the electricity markets requires identification and quantification methods for supply flexibility and demand flexibility. The methodology presented in this paper is thus essential. Section 2 describes the methodology and explains the building heating system. In Section 2.1, an overview of models used for the building heating system is provided. In Section 2.2, the models are employed in the framework of reference and optimal control. In Section 2.3, adequate flexibility indicators are explained. Section 3 presents the simulation results and illustrates demand flexibility.

2. Methodology

For the study of demand flexibility of building heating systems, a small-scale office building is assumed that is located in the Netherlands. The building heating demand of a typical winter day in March is determined due to internal gains (lighting, computers, and occupants) and external disturbances (weather conditions). The building heating system is equipped with a heat pump, electric heater, air-blown heat exchanger, and a thermal energy storage tank (Fig. 1).

The heat pump and additional electric heating serve as power-to-heat conversion and the thermal storage tank (water tank, PCM tank, and TCM tank) as the source of flexibility. To investigate and compare the flexibility towards the power grid, reference and optimal control in the building heating system are presented. The reference control assumes a typical feedback controller that uses the heat pump to supply heating. The optimal control integrates the heat pump and optional electric heating with a thermal energy storage tank and aims to optimize the total operational electricity costs. Hourly electricity prices serve as grid signal to optimal control and to optimize flexibility towards the grid. To show the performance of the reference and optimal control scenarios, indicators that relate to demand flexibility are presented.

2.1. Modelling

The models of the building heating system are implemented in a simulation framework using MATLAB2016a. For each model, a simulation time step of 1 s was used to solve equations to limit the truncation error of the TES model.

2.1.1. Heat pump model, air-blown heat exchanger model, and electric heater model

The HP model uses a piecewise-linear interpolation function, including the condenser outlet temperature, the evaporation inlet temperature, and the heating capacity of the heat pump to calculate the

![Fig. 1. Simple process flow diagram of building heating system.](image)
coefficient of performance (COP), see Fig. 2. Manufacturer data from Dimplex air-water heat pumps [49] is used to calculate the electrical power consumption and the corresponding COP.

The heat exchanger of the HP on the evaporator side is combined with an air-blowed heat exchanger. The model of the air-blowed heat exchanger assumes that the evaporator inlet temperature is a constant temperature source equal to the ambient air. The HP provides heating to the building and charges the TES tank. The condenser outlet temperature is considered as the inlet temperature of the radiant heaters and the inlet temperature of the TES tank during charging. The HP guarantees a maximum condenser outlet temperature of 60 °C, sufficiently charging water and PCM tanks. To load TCM tanks, temperatures higher than 60 °C are commonly required to activate the desorption process. In this study, the HP is used to preheat the TCM tank to 60 °C. Auxiliary electric heating provides higher charging temperatures. The model for the electric heater assumes that the heating power is equal to the electrical power consumption.

2.1.2. Building model

A small-scale office building model was adopted from [50] with which the Building Resistance-Capacitance Modeling (BRCM) toolbox [51] was used for building modeling. An advanced resistance-capacitance (RC) network represents the building, including internal and external walls, multiple zones, windows, and the ambient environment. The BRCM toolbox uses constant heat transfer values for conduction in walls, convection, and radiation between walls and zones. The BRCM model has been validated with comparison to EnergyPlus. For this study, the BRCM toolbox was modified to simulate radiant heating by integrating the inlet and outlet temperatures of the radiant heater. A two-floor office building (135 m² floor area per floor) with a maximum of eight persons per floor is assumed. [50]. The building consists of 7 rooms per floor and is composed of building elements (Table 1) containing concrete (0.73 W/m K; 921 J/kg K; 1920 kg/m³) and external mineral insulation (0.04 W/m K; 830 J/kg K; 90 kg/m³).

2.1.3. Thermal energy storage models

In the models, TES tanks are assumed to be cylindrical vessels. Fig. 3 shows the design of the water tank, PCM tank, and TCM tank.

The water tank is comprised of a vessel without an internal heat exchanger. The PCM and TCM tank include compartments of packed-bed reactors without any additional electric resistance. The number of compartments is a design decision as can be seen in Fig. 4. The dimensions of the heat exchangers include the calculation of the pressure drop which is caused by the flow of the heat transfer medium through the internal heat exchanger of the PCM and TCM tank according to Eq. (1) [52]

\[ \Delta p = (V_{\text{tot}} A_{\text{tube}}^\text{JEU}, A_{\text{tube}}^\text{JEU}, Pr, Re, Nu) \]  

A PCM tank with four compartments and a TCM tank with eight compartments is chosen.

The PCM and TCM reactors consist of vertical copper tubes covered with the heat storage medium. In the reactor, a layer of heat storage medium (PCM or TCM) is applied to the surface of the copper tubes. Because such a layer may be impractical to add, current setups often make use of finned tubes. However, to simplify the simulation of the PCM and TCM layer, the heat exchanger is modeled with a layer of heat storage material. All TES tanks are insulated using a material 0.1 m thick with a thermal conductivity of 0.033 W/(m K) [53].

The heat and mass transfer of the TES tanks is mathematically formulated using a one-dimensional representation. Previous case studies have successfully used the one-dimensional representation of water tanks [54–56], PCM tanks [57,58], and TCM tanks [59,60]. In this case study, the one-dimensional convection-diffusion-reaction equation [61–63] is applied to all TES tanks according to

\[ \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \alpha(x,t) \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial x} \right) + f(x,t), \quad 0 \leq x \leq x_{\text{max}}, \quad t \geq 0, \quad \text{(2)} \]

\[ \theta(x,0) = f(x), \quad 0 \leq x \leq x_{\text{max}}, \quad \text{(2a)} \]

\[ \theta(0,t) = g(t), \quad 0 \leq t \leq t_{\text{max}}, \quad \text{(2b)} \]

\[ \theta(x_{\text{max}}, t) = h(t), \quad 0 \leq t \leq t_{\text{max}}, \quad \text{(2c)} \]

where \( f(x) \) is the reaction term, \( \theta = \theta(x,t) \) is the dependent variable, \( \alpha \) is a positive constant coefficient, \( u \) is a positive constant speed, \( x \) is the spatial coordinate, \( t \) is time, and \( x_{\text{max}} \) is the range of the spatial domain. Here, \( f(x), g(t) \) and \( h(t) \) are functions that determine the initial conditions (2a) and the boundary conditions (2b), (2c).

The current study applies a finite difference (FD) method to numerically solve the one-dimensional convection-diffusion equation [55,64,65]. The finite difference method uses an approximation to \( \theta = \theta(x,t) \) according to

\[ \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial x} \approx \frac{\theta_{i+1}-\theta_{i}}{\Delta x}, \quad i = 0, 1, ..., n, \quad \Delta x = (x_{\text{max}}-x_{\text{min}})/n, \quad \text{(3)} \]

\[ x_{i} = (i-1)\Delta x, \quad i = 1, 2, ..., n, \quad 0 \leq x \leq x_{\text{max}}, \quad \text{(4)} \]

\[ t_{n} = (n-1)\Delta t, \quad n = 1, 2, ..., N, \quad 0 \leq t \leq t_{\text{max}}, \quad \text{(5)} \]

where \( \Delta x \) is the spatial discretization and \( \Delta t \) is the temporal discretization [65].

The simulation model integrates the discrete approximation with the implicit and unconditionally stable Crank-Nicolson [66] scheme which is more accurate than other FD-schemes with respect to the temporal truncation error \( O(\Delta t^{3}) \) [65]. The discrete form of Eq. (2) is calculated according to

Fig. 2. Performance of the air-water heat pump (HP). The coefficient of performance (COP) is a function of evaporator inlet temperature for different condenser outlet temperatures (35 °C, 45 °C, 55 °C) and heating capacity of the heat pump (50%, 100%) [49].

| Table 1: The building structure of two-floor office building [50]. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Building elements | Materials | Thickness [m] |
| External wall | Mineral insulation; concrete | 0.05; 0.30 |
| Internal wall | Concrete | 0.15 |
| Ceiling, floor | Concrete | 0.25 |
The convection-diffusion equation can now be written as

\[
\frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial x^2} = \frac{\partial \psi}{
\frac{\partial x}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x\max} \} \\text{max}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \theta}{\partial x} = u \left( \frac{\partial^2 \theta}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x\max} \} \\text{max}
\]

The convection-diffusion equation can now be written as

\[
\frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial x^2} = \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x\max} \} \\text{max}
\]

The enthalpy formulation (Eq. (11)) enables the implementation of

Table 4 presents the properties of the PCM. CaCl₂·6H₂O was chosen as PCM because it melts at 29 °C that is below typical maximum charging temperatures of heat pumps of 60 °C. An overview of PCMs for heat storage application with different melting points can be found in [26,67,68].

The enthalpy formulation (Eq. (11)) enables the implementation of

\[
\frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial x^2} = \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x\max} \} \\text{max}
\]

In the following sections, this approach is applied to the water tank, PCM tank, and TCM tank. The main heat and mass transfer effects and their implementations in the numerical solution are described.

Table 2 Properties of water as heat storage and heat transfer medium.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>996</td>
<td>4180</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>74 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
non-isothermal phase change. Fig. 5 illustrates the relationship between enthalpy and temperature, highlighting the transition phase between the solid and liquid state of the PCM.

Non-isothermal phase change is calculated according to [58]

\[
h(x, t) = \begin{cases} 
  c_p_{sol} T_{sol} + \frac{h_{sol}(T-T_{sol})}{T_{liq}-T_{sol}} & T_{sol} \leq T \leq T_{liq} \\
  c_p_{sol} T_{sol} + \frac{h_{sol}(T-T_{sol})}{T_{liq}-T_{sol}} + c_p_{liq} T & T > T_{liq}
\end{cases}
\]  

(12)

Furthermore, to simplify the simulations, it is assumed that the PCM is homogenous and isotropic [69] and natural heat convection during the melting process is neglected [70].

2.1.6. Thermochemical material tank model

The model uses a closed TCM unit consisting of the sorption unit (TCM tank) and an evaporator-condenser unit and operates in a vacuum. The TCM tank is a packed-bed reactor in which a sorbent (zeolite13X) desorbs and adsorbs a fluid (water). During desorption, a high-temperature source such as an electric heater serves as a dehydration source. A condenser that is supplied by a low-temperature source, such as ambient air, collects the produced refrigerant (water). During adsorption, the condenser operates as an evaporator. The refrigerant is evaporated and simultaneously adsorbed. The released heat from the TCM tank can be used for space heating or domestic hot water [29,71]. This study uses zeolite13X-water as a sorption pair because it is one of the most common TCM in current research on component and system design with favorable hydrothermal and mechanical stability and corrosion behavior [29]. The latest advances in TCM development focus on salt hydrates, such as Na2S·9H2O with an energy density of up to 3.17 GJ/m³ [72].

The TCM tank model is similar to the PCM tank model (Fig. 3), but the PCM is replaced by a TCM as the heat storage medium. The evaporator and condenser are assumed to be a constant, low-temperature source. Additional heat exchange for the process of evaporation and condensation is not modeled.

The heat and mass transfer model of the TCM unit includes the diffusion of the refrigerant (water) to and through the adsorbent (zeolite13X), the adsorption process, the heat conduction through the TCM layer, and heat exchange with the heat transfer medium [59,73]. Heat transfer in the adsorbent bed is calculated by

\[
\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \alpha \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} + \frac{Q_i}{c_p} \frac{\partial q}{\partial t}, \quad 0 \leq x \leq x_{\text{max}}, \quad t \geq 0,
\]  

(13)

moreover, the mass diffusion process through the adsorbent bed is calculated with

\[
\frac{\partial m_{\text{ads}}}{\partial t} = D \frac{\partial^2 m_{\text{ads}}}{\partial x^2} + m_{\text{ads}} \frac{\partial q}{\partial t}, \quad 0 \leq x \leq x_{\text{max}}, \quad t \geq 0,
\]  

(14)

where \(x\) is the spatial coordinate, \(x_{\text{max}}\) is the thickness of the TCM layer, and \(m_{\text{ads}}\) is the mass of the dry adsorbent. Here, \(T = T(x, t)\) describes the temperature distribution affected by the rate of adsorbed refrigerant \(\frac{\partial q}{\partial t}\) and the adsorption enthalpy \(Q_i\). \(m_{\text{ads}}(x, t)\) represents the adsorbate distribution in the TCM layer affected by the diffusion \(D\) of the refrigerant through the adsorbent [59,73]. The average rate of adsorbed refrigerant \(\frac{\partial q}{\partial t}\) is the main driving force during the adsorption process and implemented using the linear driving force (LDF) method according to

\[
\frac{\partial q}{\partial t} = k_m(q_{eq}-q).
\]  

(15)

The LDF method accounts for the difference between equilibrium and amount of adsorbate including the mass transfer coefficient \(k_m\) [59,73]. This linear driving force is determined by calculating the vapor pressure of water in equilibrium and in solid phase of the dry material (zeolite13X). The equilibrium vapor pressure relates to the condensation and evaporation temperature, because condensation and evaporation model are considered as constant temperature source. The vapor pressure values in equilibrium and in solid phase of the dry material are derived from the Clausius-Clapeyron relation [71] according to

\[
\frac{dp}{dT} = \frac{\Delta h_v}{RT^2},
\]  

(16)

in which \(\Delta h_v\) is the molar enthalpy, \(\Delta v\) is the molar volume difference of water vapor (also illustrated in Fig. 6).

Tables 5 and 6 show the properties of the TCM tank and the TCM layer. The design of the TCM tank is adapted to the volume of the water and PCM tank according to Fig. 4. The energy capacity is 1/3 compared with the water and PCM tank. To reach a larger energy capacity higher charging temperatures than 95°C are required. Alternatively, a different TCM material can be chosen. However, this study considers zeolite13X-water because all the material properties (Table 6) are available.

![Fig. 5. Piecewise-linear function h(T) for non-isothermal phase change with the transition temperature T_{sol} between the solid and solid-liquid interface and the transition temperature T_{liq} between the liquid and solid-liquid interface (58).](image-url)
2.2. Control framework

The models of the building heating system are implemented in the framework of reference control, and optimal control and simulations are conducted for the different TES tanks.

2.2.1. Reference control

In the reference control, the HP is used to compensate the heating demand of the building. To identify maximum flexibility, TES tanks are not applied in the reference case. Due to the absence of TES, optimization is not required and a feedback controller (P-controller) is implemented to investigate reference control. The feedback controller regulates the heat pump based on predefined temperature set points $T_{zonemin}$ according to:

$$
T_{zonemin} = \begin{cases} 
15^\circ C, & t = 0-6,19-24 \\
15^\circ C, & t = 6-7 \\
20^\circ C, & t = 7-8,12-13,17-19 \\
21.5^\circ C, & t = 8-12,13-17 
\end{cases}
$$

To limit the start-stop cycles of the HP to a maximum of four times per hour, a control time step of 15 min is used. The electricity consumption of the air-blown heat exchanger is not considered.

2.2.2. Optimal control

The optimal control of the building heating system aims to minimize the electricity consumption costs for operating the HP and the electric heater. The control time step of 15 min is identical to reference control. The electricity consumption of the air-blown heat exchanger is introduced not considered. The cost-optimal control schedule the charging and discharging of either the water tank, the PCM tank, or the TCM tank, by making use of a dynamic optimization routine to predict control actions for 24 h. Fig. 7 shows the framework of the optimal control of the building heating system including grid signal, constraints, disturbances, objective function, optimization problem, state variables, and control variables. The grid signal corresponds to hourly day-ahead electricity prices that are taken from the Dutch Amsterdam Power Exchange (APX) power spot market for an average day in March 2016 during the heating period. Disturbances in optimal control estimate internal heating gains and ambient conditions. The occupancy rate $\xi$ is used to model the internal heat gains of lighting systems, computers, and occupants. The occupancy rate refers to the ratio of occupants to the maximum amount of occupants and determines the minimum comfort temperature $T_{zonemin}$ according to:

$$
\xi = \begin{cases} 
0, & T_{zonemin} = 15^\circ C, & t = 0-6,19-24 \\
0.1, & T_{zonemin} = 15^\circ C, & t = 6-7 \\
0.5, & T_{zonemin} = 20^\circ C, & t = 7-8,12-13,17-19 \\
>0.7, & T_{zonemin} = 21.5^\circ C, & t = 8-12,13-17 
\end{cases}
$$

The occupancy model, which allows the implementation of Markov chains, is adopted from [77]. More information about the occupancy model can be found in a previous case study [50]. However, in this case study, perfect occupancy prediction and ideal weather forecasting are assumed. Fig. 8 presents the weather data from a small-scale office building located in the Netherlands.

The optimal control framework uses the TES tank models integrated with the building heating system as discussed in Section 2.1. Because the building heating system including TES tanks is inherently non-linear, the optimal control problem is solved using dynamic programming (DP) as optimization methodology. Dynamic programming employs the different TES tank models for reasonable computation times. The basic structure of dynamic programming refers to the Bellman equation [78] according to,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TCM tank volume [m³]</th>
<th>Number of compart. [—]</th>
<th>Volume flow of heat transfer medium [m³]</th>
<th>Diameter of heat exchanger tube [m]</th>
<th>Length of heat exchanger tube per compart. [m]</th>
<th>Thickness of TCM layer [m]</th>
<th>Mass of TCM [kg]</th>
<th>Energy capacity [GJ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Vapor pressure lines for zeolite 13X–water based on data from [74] with a maximum capacity of 0.24 g/g [75]. Desorption temperature at 120 ºC, condensation and evaporation temperature at 10 ºC, and adsorption temperature at 20 ºC result in a loading difference of 0.134 g/g.

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adsorption enthalpy [J/kg]</th>
<th>Density [kg/m³]</th>
<th>Specific heat [J/kg K]</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity [W/mK]</th>
<th>Diffusion coefficient [m²/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.2e06</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>7.5e-09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TCM tank volume [m³]</th>
<th>Number of compart. [—]</th>
<th>Volume flow of heat transfer medium [m³]</th>
<th>Diameter of heat exchanger tube [m]</th>
<th>Length of heat exchanger tube per compart. [m]</th>
<th>Thickness of TCM layer [m]</th>
<th>Mass of TCM [kg]</th>
<th>Energy capacity [GJ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
$J(x_0) = \min_{\pi} J_\pi(x_0)$

$J_\pi(x_0) = E[R_0(x_0) + \sum_{t=0}^{N} (x_t, \mu_t(x_t), \pi_t)]$

$x_{t+1} = f_{t}(x_t, u_t, \pi_t), \quad t = 0, \ldots, N-1$

with $u_t \in U_t(x_t), \quad \pi = [\mu_0, \ldots, \mu_{N-1}], \quad u_t = \mu_t(x_t), \quad \mu_t(x_t) \in U_t(x_t) \forall x_t$

where $f_t$ describes the building heating system, $t$ the discrete time, $N$ the planning horizon of 24 h, $x_t$ the state variables, $u_t$ the controls variables, $U_t$ the control constraints, $\pi_t$ the random parameter (occupancy rate), $J(x_0)$ the optimal cost function, and $J_\pi(x_0)$ the expected costs with the policy $\pi$ at $x_0$. Because dynamic programming aims to minimize the electricity consumption costs for operating the HP and the electric heater, the objective function to be minimized consists of the total expected costs for electricity usage. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the control variables are associated with power consumption and heating power of the HP and electric heater, and the charging and discharging power of the TES tank. DP employs these control options having a vector of discrete states in which:

- HP compensates heating demand of building (no charging and discharging of TES)
- HP compensates heating demand of building and charges TES tank, optionally additional charging of TES tank by electric heating
- HP and discharge of TES compensate heating demand of building
- HP and optionally electric heater charge TES tank (no heating demand of building)

The control options are implemented in the DP loop as control decisions which are calculated at each state as can be seen in Fig. 9.

### 2.3. Demand flexibility

Cost-optimal control applies day-ahead electricity prices as grid signal that is crucial information for the optimization. Besides, the forecasting of weather, the predictions of internal heating gains, and the design of the heating system determine the optimal use of building demand flexibility. The amount of flexibility a building heating system can deliver regarding all three dimensions of demand flexibility, size (energy), time (power) and costs, is quantified in corresponding flexibility indicators.

#### 2.3.1. Demand flexibility – energy

In this case study, the indicators, available storage capacity, storage efficiency [18] represent the energy flexibility. Eq. (22) shows the available storage capacity according to
\[ C_{OC} = \int_0^{t_{OC}} (Q_{OC} - Q_{Ref}) \, dt \]  \hspace{1cm} (22)

where \( C_{OC} \) is the available storage capacity, \( Q_{OC} \) the heating power, and \( t_{OC} \) the duration corresponding to the period of optimal control (OC). The heating demand during reference control is formulated as \( Q_{Ref} \). The available storage capacity can be summarized as the amount of energy that is shifted during optimal control. In cost-optimal control, charging and discharging of a TES tank takes place in a control horizon of 24 h. While charging events refer to demand increase as upward storage capacity \( C_{OC, \text{up}} \), discharging events represent demand decrease as downward storage capacity \( C_{OC, \text{down}} \). The ratio between discharging and charging events over the entire 24 h control horizon is defined as storage efficiency [18] or shifting efficiency [10] \( \eta_{OC} \). According to Eq. (23),

\[ \eta_{OC} = \frac{\sum_{t=0}^{m} f_{OC, \text{down}} (Q_{OC, \text{down}} - Q_{Ref}) \, dt}{\sum_{t=0}^{m} f_{OC, \text{up}} (Q_{OC, \text{up}} - Q_{Ref}) \, dt} \]  \hspace{1cm} (23)

The storage efficiency indicates the effective use of the stored heat that compensates HP heating power during optimal control.

2.3.2. Demand flexibility – costs

An energy flexibility indicator that relates to the dimension of electricity costs during operation is the flexibility factor \( FF \). Low electricity and high electricity periods are considered according to

\[ FF = \frac{\int_0^{t_{upper}} Q_{heating} \, dt - \int_0^{t_{lower}} Q_{heating} \, dt}{\int_0^{t_{upper}} Q_{heating} \, dt + \int_0^{t_{lower}} Q_{heating} \, dt} \]  \hspace{1cm} (24)

In which \( Q_{heating} \) is the amount of heating power over low and high-price periods \( l \). To estimate the different pricing periods, standard deviation is assumed that relates to the electricity prices of the entire 24 h control horizon. Pricing periods that exceed the normal distribution with one standard deviation of \(-1\sigma\) and \(1\sigma\) account for either low and high price periods. The flexibility factor varies between \(-1\) and \(1\) whereas \(-1\) correlates to a highly inflexible controlled system and \(1\) indicates highest desired flexibility.

2.3.3. Demand flexibility – power

Energy flexibility is introduced as the integral of power flexibility which refers to the evolution of heating power during each time step of optimal control. An indicator of power flexibility is the power shifting capability [18] according to
where $Q_b$ is the difference between power consumption during optimal control and reference control. For a building heating system with HP, electric heater and TES, the power shifting capability includes thermal (heating) power shifting $Q_{b,h}$ according to

$$Q_{b,h} = (Q_{OC,h,output \; HP} + Q_{OC,h(output \; heater)}) - (Q_{Ref,h,output \; HP} + Q_{Ref,h(output \; heater)})$$

and electrical power shifting $Q_{b,el}$ due to the electricity consumption of the HP and electric heater.

$$Q_{b,el} = (Q_{OC,el \; cons \; HP} + Q_{OC,el \; cons \; heater}) - (Q_{Ref,el \; cons \; HP} + Q_{Ref,el \; cons \; heater})$$

To comprehensively represent the potential power flexibility of TES and power-to-heat, this paper introduces the instantaneous power flexibility. In contrast to the power shifting capability, the instantaneous power flexibility does not require the determination of a reference case and represents the potential flexibility towards the power grid. This is crucial information to provide grid ancillary services of very short (1 ms – 5 min), short (5 min – 1 h), intermediate (1 h – 3 d) and long duration (> 3 d) [12]. Because TES systems mostly slowly respond to variations, services to the electricity grid and power market as of 5 min time scale are suitable. Possible services relate to electricity spot markets and load shaping, leveling, peak reduction and congestion management [12,17]. In this case study, the instantaneous power flexibility $Q_{inst}$ is presented on a flexibility time step of 1 h and includes electrical instantaneous power flexibility according to

$$Q_{inst,el} = f(Q_{inst,el,COP_{power-to-heat}}),$$

and thermal instantaneous power flexibility according to

$$Q_{inst,th} = f(T_{HT},m_{HT}),$$

where $T_{HT}$ is the temperature, and $m_{HT}$ is the mass flow of the heat transfer medium that are used to charge or discharge the TES tank. In any case of charging, discharging or idle mode, the instantaneous power flexibility shows the thermal response of TES tanks and the electrical response of power-to-heat devices. The presentation of the thermal response of TES is introduced as performance maps of TES [79]. These maps are developed to show the dynamic behavior of TES in the control of building energy systems. An example of performance maps of the PCM tank is illustrated in Fig. 10 and takes into account the properties presented in Section 2.1.3.

In this case study, the performance maps of TES tanks are used to calculate the thermal instantaneous power flexibility. As an example, a charging case is simulated in which the TES tanks are charged with a temperature of 95 °C. Based on the control decisions of cost-optimal control, the thermal and electrical instantaneous power flexibility are simulated for each optimal control time step. The thermal response of TES tanks and the electrical response of power-to-heat devices is shown for a flexibility time step of 1 h. It is to emphasize that the flexibility time step of 1 h is calculated with intermediate steps of 5 min to exclude any starting effects of the first 5 min.

3. Simulation results

3.1. Reference control

In reference control, the HP compensates the heating demand of the building. As described in Section 2.2.1, TES tanks are not considered in the reference case. Fig. 11 shows the simulation results of the reference control with 15 min control time steps. The building heating consumption (Fig. 11a) is identical to the heating supplied by the HP (Fig. 11b). The resulting average COP is 4.5. As can be seen in Fig. 11c the average indoor temperature (zones) is always maintained above the minimum zone temperature set points (Eq. (17)). When the heating power is reduced or heating supply is switched off, the zone temperature drops. For example, between 5 pm and 6 pm, the zone temperature decreases from 21.5 °C to 20 °C. This is due to the lower temperatures of the internal (Int. wall) and external
walls (Ext. wall 1) (Fig. 11c).

3.2. Optimal control

In optimal control, HP and TES are used to compensate the heating demand of the building. The heating consumption is similar to the reference case. In contrast to reference control, optimal control applies the use of TES tanks including optimization of charging and discharging. As introduced in Section 2.2.2, optimal operation of TES, HP and electric heater account for minimizing the total operational electricity costs that correspond to hourly APX electricity prices (Fig. 12).

APX prices serve as main grid signal enabling flexibility in the context of cost-optimal control. Fig. 13 illustrates the simulation results of optimal control with charging and discharging profiles of the water tank, PCM tank, and TCM tank.

It is clear from the nature of optimization that charging the TES tanks takes place when electricity prices are low (2 am – 6 am) whereas discharging is favored when electricity prices are high (7 am – 9 am). The optimization results show that the TES tanks are charged by the HP only, and no additional electric heating is applied to further increase the charging temperature. Essentially for this particular day, this means that an electric heater with a COP of 1 does not compensate any heating power in high price periods. It can be seen in Fig. 13 that implementing a water tank achieves highest average charging (+) and discharging (−) power of +7.5 kW and −6.2 kW. It is observed that during some periods of high charging, the maximum thermal output of the HP of 13 kW limits the charging of the water tank. This effect is not observed for the PCM and TCM tank. Compared to the reference case (1.41 €), the water tank achieves highest total operational electricity cost savings of 7.1 % (1.31 €), the PCM tank 6.4 % (1.32 €), and the TCM tank 2.9 % (1.37 €). The average COP marginally deviates from the reference case with 4.6 (water tank), 4.5 (PCM tank), and 4.6 (TCM tank). As can be seen in Fig. 13c the average temperature of the zones is always maintained above the minimum zone temperature set points (Eq. (18)).

3.3. Demand flexibility

3.3.1. Demand flexibility – energy

Optimal control achieves cost savings and enables energy flexibility. The results of adequate energy flexibility indicators for the different TES tanks are listed in Table 7.

The available storage capacity obtains largest values for the water tank. The storage efficiency is almost similar for all the different technologies. The storage efficiency presents the ratio between discharging and charging for the entire control horizon including heat losses. It is to emphasize that the heat losses are low for all TES tanks and < 1% of storage efficiency.

3.3.2. Demand flexibility – costs

The flexibility factor as indicator of flexibility in the dimension of operational costs refers to high and low-price periods. The standard deviation of the daily electricity price serves to determine the high-price periods (Fig. 14a) and low-price periods (Fig. 14b). The corresponding flexibility factor is calculated and can be seen in Fig. 14c. In the reference control, electricity consumption occurs during high price periods which results in a flexibility factor of -1 that is a highly inflexible controlled system. By adding TES tanks and cost-optimal control, the flexibility factor can be increased to 0.15 (TCM tank), 0.67 (PCM tank), and 0.86 (water tank).

3.3.3. Demand flexibility – power

The power shifting capability determines the power flexibility in optimal control compared with reference control. The power shifting capability is illustrated in Fig. 15 indicating the thermal (TES) and electrical (HP) power flexibility. Because optimal control does not result in operations of electric heating, the electric heater is not considered in Fig. 15.

Optimal control of a water tank achieves highest power shifting capability which is identical to the results shown in Fig. 13a in which the integral of the power flexibility is shown. However, the power shifting capability as shown in Fig. 15 reveals the detailed dynamic response of the TES. For the water tank, variations of up to 9 kW (one minute average) during a 15 min control time step of charging and discharging power appear that is due to previous scheduling. It can also be seen that stratification is not established during periods of alternating charging and discharging such as between 13 pm and 15 pm. The PCM tank provides almost constant charging and discharging power during the 15 min control time step that is due to the phase change process in which the PCM gradually melts or solidifies. For the TCM tank, charging and discharging variations during the 15 min time step are the highest among the TES tanks of up to 10 kW (one-minute
This is because the TCM tank is primarily used as sensible heat storage in which the material quickly heats up and cools down during low activation temperature during charging, the proportion of chemical to sensible heat stored is low.

To identify the full flexibility potential of TES and power-to-heat, the instantaneous power flexibility is introduced which gives an insight into the potential power flexibility provided to the power grid (Fig. 16).

The instantaneous power flexibility presents the thermal response of TES tanks and related electricity consumption of the HP during charging, discharging and rest mode. In this case study, the instantaneous power flexibility is calculated for charging of 95 °C for one hour and illustrated in Fig. 16. The simulation results of cost-optimal control serve as an initial condition to determine the instantaneous power flexibility, once cost-optimal control decision is taken but not applied yet. Knowing all information about the instantaneous power flexibility may result in a new control decision. However, it can be seen that the water tank provides the largest thermal instantaneous power flexibility. For example after 12 h of control horizon, charging with 95 °C gives a thermal power that can sustain between 86 and 67 kW for 25 min of flexibility time step. Adequate electrical instantaneous power flexibility of heat pump and electric heater power varies between 57 and 44 kW. At 12 am the water tank can be charged from 12% to 100% of energy capacity after about 45 min of flexibility time step regarding a charging temperature of 95 °C and a reference temperature of 21 °C. The change from 12% to 100% correlates to an energy uptake of about 0.13 GJ. During the entire control horizon of 24 h, it can be seen that the water tank can always be charged with high power. This indicates that for this particular day, optimal control of a water tank only partly uses the available energy capacity. For the PCM, the same results are observed. At each time step of the entire control horizon of 24 h, the PCM tank can serve as a relatively constant thermal charging source. For example at 12 am the thermal power can sustain between 27 and 21 kW for 60 min of flexibility time step. Due to the high charging temperature of

Table 7

Simulation results – energy flexibility of different TES tanks comparing optimal control with reference control: available storage capacity $C_{\text{ADR}}$ and storage efficiency $\eta_{\text{ADR}}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy flexibility indicators</th>
<th>Water tank</th>
<th>PCM tank</th>
<th>TCM tank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\text{ADR}}$ [kWh]</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\text{ADRdown}}$ [kWh]</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{\text{ADR}}$ [-]</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
95 °C, the maximum temperature difference between PCM tank inlet and outlet is 10 K. Thus, only the electric heater is used to provide electrical instantaneous power flexibility which is similar to the thermal instantaneous power flexibility of 27–21 kW. At 12 am the PCM tank can be charged from 7% to 60% of energy capacity after about 60 min of flexibility time step regarding a charging temperature of 95 °C and a reference temperature of 21 °C. The change from 7% to 60% correlates to an energy uptake of 0.09 GJ. The instantaneous power flexibility of the TCM tank is the lowest among the TES tanks. For example at 12 am, charging with 95 °C results in a thermal power of 19 kW in the first 5 min of flexibility time step which is primarily due to the sensible heat stored in the TCM tank. From 5 to 60 min, thermal power decrease

Fig. 14. Simulation results – flexibility related to operational electricity costs, hourly APX electricity prices including high price periods (a) and low price periods (b), (c) flexibility factor of different TES tanks in optimal control compared with reference control.

Fig. 15. Simulation results – power shifting capability comparing the power evolution between optimal and reference control for 1) water tank, 2) PCM tank, 3) TCM tank, a) thermal power shifting capability, b) electrical power shifting capability. The x-axis shows the control horizon of 24 h. The y-axis represents the 15 min control time step. During each control time step the evolving power flexibility is illustrated.
gradually from 10 to 3 kW that is due to the chemical energy stored in the TCM tank. The related energy capacity increases from 7% to 69% which is equal to an energy uptake of 0.03 GJ.

4. Discussion

Capturing heat and mass transfer dynamics is a prerequisite for determining demand flexibility of TES tanks integrated with building heating systems. To present this dynamic behavior with sufficient accuracy, TES models were developed based on a one-dimensional approach. The Crank-Nicolson scheme was applied to numerically solve conduction and diffusion for a one-dimensional configuration and reduce the computational effort for simulating TES tanks. The Crank-Nicolson approach is a stable, robust, and powerful hybrid FD method. In combination with dynamic programming, Crank-Nicolson was introduced and applied to simulate TES tanks in optimal control. The one-dimensional TES models consider simplifications regarding heat and mass transfer. For the packed-bed reactor using PCM, the one-dimensional problem solves the heat and mass transfer through the PCM layer in so far as the enthalpy distribution in the PCM layer is equal for the entire length of the heat exchanger. The PCM model does not include natural convection during the melting process, to facilitate the implementation into the optimization scheme and to reduce computational time. However, recent studies on PCM tanks have shown that natural convection can increase the heat transfer of the PCM in the solid-liquid interface [80–82]. For the packed-bed reactor using TCM, the one-dimensional problem solves the heat and mass transfer through the TCM layer. This simplification includes that the temperature and adsorbate distribution in the TCM layer are equal for the length of the heat exchanger. The one-dimensional approach for the water tank simulates the stratification of temperature segments. However, convection and conduction perpendicular to the height of the water tank are not included. Because previous studies have already successfully used the one-dimensional representation of water tanks [54–56], PCM tanks [57, 58], and TCM tanks, for example in [59, 60], the dynamic behavior of the TES tanks is sufficiently represented. However, a validation of the TES tank models using experimental data is recommended.

Demand flexibility related to energy is quantified using the performance indicators, storage capacity and storage efficiency. The calculated storage efficiency of the different TES tanks with optimal control is between 96 and 98% achieving a high performance compared to other studies [18].

Demand flexibility related to costs is expressed using the flexibility factor as performance indicator. The flexibility factor is significantly

---

**Fig. 16.** Simulation results – instantaneous power flexibility for the charging case of TES with 95 °C based on the results of optimal control; 1) water tank, 2) PCM tank, 3) TCM tank; a) Inst. power flexibility (thermal), b) Inst. power flexibility (electrical). The x-axis shows the control horizon of 24 h. The y-axis represents the flexibility time step of 60 min in which the TES responds to a constant charging temperature of 95 °C. During the 60 min flexibility time step, the evolving power is illustrated at each control time step of the 24 h control horizon.
increased by integrating TES tanks with optimal control. A limitation of the flexibility factor as a single indicator is that the results exclude a comparison to different building heating systems in different climate conditions. To overcome this limitation, this study has considered multiple flexibility indicators referring to energy, power, and costs.

Demand flexibility related to power is quantified using the shifting capability as a performance indicator. This indicator describes the difference of power usage between optimal and reference control. Because TES tanks are not considered in the reference control, the power shifting capability is identical to the dynamic response of the TES tanks in optimal control. Because the power shifting capability does not comprehensively represent the potential power flexibility of TES and power-to-heat, this paper has introduced the instantaneous power flexibility as performance indicator which shows the potential power flexibility of TES and power-to-heat in any case of charging, discharging or idle mode. The instantaneous power flexibility is calculated for a time scale of 1 h to determine grid ancillary services of short duration. The results for the power flexibility of TES are obtained with sufficient accuracy because detailed TES models are implemented to capture the complex storage dynamics. It becomes clear that more advanced TES tanks models are required in optimal control because simplified models cannot predict transition periods in which for example stratification in a water tank is not yet established and temperature distribution changes due to increased mixing of water.

In order to determine demand flexibility with TES tanks and power-to-heat, information of flexibility regarding energy, power, and costs have to be considered. It is observed that the water tank and PCM tank achieve highest energy flexibility compared to reference control. All TES tank show different behavior in the power flexibility. Water tanks can be charged quickly with high charging power and PCM tanks can be constantly charged for a longer time period with adequate charging power. The charging power may be regulated by changing the mass flow of the heat transfer medium that exchanges heat with the TES tank. A variable mass flow may enable more constant charging and discharging, but also introduces an additional operational parameter for optimization which results in an increase of the computational time for cost-optimal control.

5. Conclusion

In this study, the demand flexibility of TES tanks integrated with building heating system was determined showing that power-to-heat devices and water tanks, PCM tanks, and TCM tanks can be designed to provide flexibility of short duration (up to 24 h). To investigate the maximum building flexibility towards the power grid, optimal control of TES tanks, HP and electric heater was chosen. Optimal control considers the complexity of the building heating system and enables the integration of weather forecasting and prediction of internal gains. Because current grid signals commonly contain electricity prices, optimal control aims to minimize the total operational electricity costs. When applying the developed optimal control framework to building energy management systems, real-time signals such as intra-day electricity prices can be implemented. The results of cost-optimal control showed that the water tank and the PCM tank achieve highest cost savings when comparing to reference control. However, no lifetime costs, lifecycle costs, or maintenance costs of the building heating system were assumed. The results of the cost-optimal control also show that the efficient use of electrical energy (COP of the heat pump) is similar to the reference control case. The simulated 24 h are only characteristically for an average day in the spring period and in the Netherlands. As next, different periods of the year and different climate conditions have to be simulated to gain a deeper insight into the system performance. However, this study aimed to determine demand flexibility of TES tanks integrated with building heating system. The demand flexibility is quantified using different performance indicators that sufficiently characterize flexibility in terms of size (energy), time (power) and costs. Energy flexibility with optimal control is expressed using the available storage capacity and storage efficiency indicating that all TES technologies, water tank, PCM tank, TCM tank and power-to-heat can enable energy flexibility towards the power grid. Flexibility related to costs is represented using the flexibility factor that sufficiently determines whether electricity is consumed during low or high electricity price periods. Power flexibility characterizes the evolution of heating power over time. The electrical power flexibility is directly linked to the power grid whereas the thermal flexibility shows the dynamic response of the heating system. The thermal and electrical power shifting capability was calculated to compare optimal control with reference control. However, the power shifting capability cannot be used to quantify the potential power flexibility of TES and power-to-heat in any case of charging, discharging or idle mode. Therefore, this paper has introduced the instantaneous power flexibility. Based on the results of the optimal control the instantaneous power flexibility is quantified for the charging case of 95 °C and a flexibility time step of 60 min.

The identification and quantification of demand flexibility is a crucial step towards electricity markets that can enable flexible energy consumption. Multiple flexibility indicators that relate to all dimensions of demand flexibility in terms of size (energy), time (power) and costs, will serve to determine demand flexibility. Therefore, it is required to use these flexibility indicators as a measure of the performance of control strategies in addition to conventional performance indicators such as energy consumption, costs, and energy efficiency.

In order to approach the optimization of multiple flexibility indicators in optimal control, future control strategies will implement flexibility indicators in the objective function. As an example, during periods of renewable power fluctuation, a building energy system, including TES, can be requested to increase or decrease power consumption to optimize load following and thus optimize the scheduling of TES and power-to-heat for power flexibility. In order to do that, a flexibility market mechanism must be established that allows to optimize for building demand flexibility.
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